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Looking for a starting point we can agree on
2

 Complex issue, because of many effects and confounding factors.
 Let’s start from correlations in the Data (Wage/Employment)

 Need large datasets: Census, ACS.
 Progressively “cleaning” these correlations to move towards causation.

 Think of smarter strategies to isolate causation.
 If correlations agree in one direction we should look for an explanation.



Few important preliminary points
3

 1) Immigration is a slow phenomenon, its numbers 
are significant over decades.

 Largest immigrant inflows of recent periods:
 Israel: 10 percentage points of population 1990-2000
 Spain: 11 percentage point of population 1995-2008
 US: 5 pp of population 1990-2010
 California : 15 pp of population 1980-2000



2) Several margin of adjustment triggered by immigration take place simultaneously
4

 Firms invest.
 Firms create jobs and adjust technology.
 Natives adjust their occupation, specialization, schooling.
 So: adjustment keeping these margins fixed is not short-run it is “partial analysis”.



3) Three types of effects on native workers
5

 Competition/crowding: more workers to fill jobs, crowding (-)
 Complementarity/spillovers/externalities: more demand for some skills, more productive interactions (+).

 Urban Economics, Economic Growth.
 Scale effects: simply making the economy bigger (0)



4) Net Immigration to the US has been college + 
Intensive relative to natives in every decade
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Net immigration 
relative to initial 
native population

No High 
School 
Degree

High School 

Diploma

Some 

College

College 

Degree

More 
than 
college 

Total

1970-80 0.030 0.024 0.070 0.069 0.116 0.040
1980-90 0.043 0.035 0.056 0.101 0.044 0.048
1990-2000 0.170 0.056 0.046 0.084 0.119 0.077
2000-2010 0.050 0.040 0.031 0.074 0.086 0.048



Let’s begin from correlations: immigrant-native 
wages and employment.
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 We consider the Commuting zone level. And State and 
Census regions. 
 Data on wage/employment/foreign born are from Borjas 2014.

 They approximate labor markets and cover the whole 
country.

 Largely used in the recent studies on effects of trade and 
technology on wage and employment.

 May be hard to identify causality with these data but they 
are excellent on external validity.



Change in Immigrants 1970-2010
8



Change in average native log-weekly 
wages, 1970-2010
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Correlation: changes in native ln(weekly wages)-changes 
in immigrant as share of initial population 1970-2010
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Pooling decade changes, controlling for decade 
fixed effects, 1970-2010
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Separately, each decade
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Is native employment correlated to 
immigrant inflows?
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 Wage effects may be a result of outmigration or dropping out of employment.
 Native may move out of location where immigrants go.
 Any correlation that support prima-facie displacement?



Native Employment response?
Change in Native employment as share of initial population, by 
decade pooled 1970-2010
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Native employment response by decade 
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Aggregation conflates many effect. Let’s start separating them
16

 Consider wages of less educated (high school dropouts)
 And wages of highly educated (college graduates)
 Separately



Correlation: changes in Native HS or less ln(weekly wages)-
changes in immigrant as share of initial population 1970-
2010
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Correlation: changes in Native College or more ln(weekly 
wages)-changes in immigrant as share of initial population 
1970-2010
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Basic regressions to estimate the 
correlations immigrant-native outcomes

19

  Inter-census Change
 “Immigrants)” is a measure of immigrant population (or employment) change . 

 W and  are the correlations of interest.
 Even in more structural approach those two equations are used to estimate 

important elasticities. 

 One can write similar equations in levels. 

∆ln = ( ) + + ∆( ) + ′  

∆ = ( ) + + ∆( ) + ′  



Important Details
20

 It is useful (but not crucial) to standardize. Initial population is natural. ∆( ) = ∆Foreign Bornit(Foreign − Born)it−10 +  (US natives)it−10  

• Unit “i” should constitute a labor market.  Important to try different levels:
• CZ, State, Region

• When “i” is a skill group we are focusing on competition effects. There can be complementary productivity effect from other skills, not directly considered,  absorbed by fixed effects.
• Education
• Age



Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage 
Specification Commuting Zones

 (722) 
States  
(50) 

Census regions
 (9) 

(1) FE: Decade 0.35**(0.06) 0.29** (0.08) 0.27(0.24) 
(2) FE: Decade, Area 0.37**(0.04) 0.53** (0.12) 0.38(0.21) 
As (2) Dropping 1970-80 0.39**(0.06) 0.60** (0.16) 0.49**(0.22) 
Only 2000-2010 0.32**(0.14) 0.34 (0.30) na
As (2)  
Trimming bottom 10% in size

0.37**(0.06) 0.53** (0.12) 0.38(0.21)
As (2) 
Trimming top 10% in size

0.32*(0.16) 0.63 (0.45) 1.34**(0.42)
 

Aggregate regressions coefficients: change in native 
ln weekly wages; CZ, State, Region; 
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Aggregate regressions coefficients: change in native 
employment; CZ, State, Region; 
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Dependent variable: change in native employment relative to initial 
population 
Specification Commuting 

Zones 
 (722) 

States  
(50) 

Census 
Regions (9) 

(1) FE: Decade 0.20(0.19) 0.32 (0.28) 0.46(0.36) 
(2) FE: Decade, Area 0.02(0.13) 0.05 (0.10) 0.08(0.22) 
As (2) Dropping 1970-80 -0.05(0.10) -0.02 (0.12) 0.02(0.29)
Only 2000-2010 0.84**(0.31) 1.03** (0.22) n.a.
As (2)  
Trimming bottom 10% in 
size 

0.02(0.13) 0.03 (0.10) 0.13(0.27) 
As (2) 
Trimming top 10% in size

1.11**(0.39) 0.53** (0.26) 0.99*(0..39)
 



Skill(4 education X 2 age groups)-Area Cell regressions 
coefficients: change in native log weekly wages; CZ, State, 
Region; 
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Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage 
Specification Commuting 

Zones X skills 
 (722 X 4X2) 

States X 
skills 
(50X 4X 2) 

Census regions X 
skills 
 (9X4X2) 

(1) FE: Area, Skill, Decade. 0.17**(0.02) 0.06**(0.02) 0.01(0.06) 
(2) FE: Area-Skill, Decade 0.18**(0.02) 0.07**(0.03) 0.01(0.07) 
(3) FE: Area-Skill, Skill-decade 0.24**(0.03) 0.19**(0.05) 0.17(0.10) 
(4) FE: Area-Skill, Skill-decade, 
Area-Time  

0.05*(0.02) 0.04(0.025) 0.01(0.07) 
(5): As (3) dropping 1970-80 0.28**(0.04) 0.23**(0.06) 0.24(0.17) 

 



Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage 
Specification Commuting Zones

X skills 
 (722 X 4X2) 

States X 
skills 
(50X 4X 2) 

Census regions X 
skills 
 (9X4X2) 

(1) FE: Area, Skill, Decade. 0.62**(0.18) 1.67** (0.25) 2.30**(0.53) 
(2) FE: Area-Skill, Decade 0.70**(0.29) 1.90** (0.40) 2.70**(0.78) 
(3) FE: Area-Skill, Skill-decade -0.02(0.14) 0.01 (0.11) -0.02(0.11) 
(4) FE: Area-Skill, Skill-decade, 
Area-decade 

0.16(0.10) 0.18** (0.08) 0.19(0.11) 
As (3) dropping 1970-80 -0.09(0.11) -0.04 (0.12) -0.03(0.14) 

 

Skill-Area Cell regressions coefficients: change in native 
employment; CZ, State, Region; 
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Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage 
HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS
Specification Commuting Zones

(722)
States  
(50) 

Census regions
(9)

(1) FE: Decade 0.13**(0.04) 0.11 (0.11) 0.11(0.30) 
(2) FE: Decade, Area 0.23**(0.04) 0.33** (0.14) 0.14(0.29)
Only 2000-2010 0.16(0.11) 0.37* (0.18) na

 
Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage   
COLLEGE OR MORE 
Specification Commuting Zones 

 (722) 
States  
(50) 

Census regions 
 (9) 

(1) FE: Decade 0.42** (0.05) 0.41** (0.05) 0.45** (0.13) 
(2) FE: Decade, Area 0.43** (0.05) 0.65** (0.11) 0.60** (0.14) 
Only 2000-2010 0.29* (0.15) 0.32 (0.30) na 

 

HS or less vs College or more: change in ln 
weekly wages; CZ, State, Region; 
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Demand shocks
26

 Control for the most  important long-term demand 
shocks.

 Construct an index (Bartik) of demand growth based on 
1970 sector composition and the national employment-
wage growth by sector.

 Used to assess the effect of technology, trade (Autor, 
Dorn and Hanson, 2014) and to proxy for local 
demand  in local agglomeration literature (Moretti 
2004, Diamond 2014).



Technology-driven productivity growth
27

 This variable controls for the Part of the CZ wage 
growth driven by sector composition as of 1970 
and productivity growth in each sector (i), in the US.

1970=1 ,  
Initial sector 
composition

National industry 
growth



Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage , CZ level
Explanatory variable change in foreign-born standardized by initial population 
Specification,  All native 

workers 
Native high 
school or 
less

Natives college 
or more 

(1) FE: DecadeCoefficient on Immigrants 0.28**(0.04) 0.07** (0.02) 0.36**(0.04) Coefficient on Technology 2.73**(0.28) 2.64** (0.42) 2.30**(0.26) 
(2) FE: Decade, AreaCoefficient on Immigrants 0.34**(0.06) 0.20** (0.06) 0.40**(0.05) Coefficient on Technology 2.52**(.41) 2.48** (0.56) 2.16**(0.36) 

 

Control for the strong effects of Sector-driven productivity. Still immigration has positive correlation.
28



Summary of Correlations
29

 In labor markets where immigrants grew by 1 percent 
of initial population wage of natives grew by 0.3/0.4%

 Only considering the correlation in the same skill group, 
wage of natives increased by 0-0.1% as immigrant 
presence grew by 1 percent of group. 

 High school dropouts wages increases by 0.2% as total 
immigration increased by  1 percent of population.

 Low skilled wages increased by 0.4%.



A specification that can be misleading: 
share of foreign-born
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 We would need then to make sure that first term drives the 
changes.

 If native employment change is related to wage change this 
specification can be very misleading.

∆ln( ) = ( ) + + ∆ + ′  

= Foreign BornitForeign Bornit + US nativesit  

∆ = (1 − −10) ∆Foreign Bornit(Foreign − Born)it−10 + (US natives)it−10 − −10 ∆US nativesit(Foreign − Born)it−10 +  (US natives)it−10  



Can we further isolate the effect of shift in 
immigrant supply?
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 Immigrants go where other immigrant of same type are.
 Because of preferences.
 Because of information networks.

 Inflow of different nationalities changed over time, because of 
country of origin reasons/OR cost of migration effects.

 Interact the two and one can have supply-driven changes.



Proxy supply/network driven 
Immigrant growth.
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= (=1 , ,1970 ∗  ,,1970  

∆( _1) = − −1(Foreign − Born)it−10 + (US natives)it−10  

Use immigrants distribution in 1970 across CZ, by country of origin
And the aggregate growth of immigrants from that country 

Reasonable instrument. But does not capture a lot of variation in immigrants flows.
Power is all right, but standard error increase significantly.



Dependent variable: decade change of average native log weekly wage , CZ level
Explanatory variable change in foreign-born standardized by initial population 
Instrument: network based immigration 
Period 1980-2010
Specification,  All native 

workers 
  

Native high 
school or 
less 

Natives college 
or more 

(1) FE: Decade1970 based instruments 0.27(0.19) -0.17 (0.15) 0.40**(0.16) 
F-statistics, first stage 59.4 59.4 59.4
(2) FE: Decade, Area 1980 based instruments 0.25(0.19) -0.19 (0.17) 0.37**(0.14) 
F-Statistics, First stage 45.1 45.1 45.1

 

IV results
33

Standard error increase significantly
Average effect still 0.3 but not significant any  more
No significant effects on HS or less.
Positive effect on college educated



So: Overall
34

 Correlations, with many fixed effects and demand 
controls: positive.

 Instrumenting, less precise, 0 on less educated, 
positive on highly educated.  

 No correlation supporting negative wage effects. 

 Explanations?



1) Immigrants and natives are different
35

 They specialize in different jobs, choose different 
tasks/occupations so competition and 
complementarity balance each other. (Manacorda 
et al 2013, Ottaviano and Peri 2013, Card 2009).



2) High skilled immigrants help productivity growth
36

 College intensive immigration generated 
productivity externalities (Moretti 2004, 2012).

 More educated Immigrants are STEM workers, they 
help productivity (Peri, Shih and Sparber 2014)

 They spur innovation (Jennifer Hunt and Gauthier 
2010, W. Kerr and W. Lincoln 2010) 



3) Varieties of skills and goods
37

 Different Skills increase productivity (Trax et al 
(2014)) of firms.

 Differentiated  Goods and services increase 
productivity (recent literature on gains from trade 
due to more varieties of goods, Broda and 
Weinstein 2006)

 Alesina, Harnoss and Rapoport (2014), birth-place 
diversity/skill variety helps growth across countries.



4) Firm adjust capital/technology at the same time in response to these options.
38

 Firms use more efficiently  less skilled workers in 
markets where they are abundant (Lewis 2011)

 Cities and states chose technologies more 
productive in the type of workers that are in higher 
supply (Beaudry, Green and Lewis 2011, Peri 
2013)



5) Native respond to immigrants, following opportunity
39

 D’Amuri and Peri (2014) and Cattaneo et al. (forthcoming): in Europe immigration speeds the upgrading and upward occupational mobility of natives.
 Foged and Peri (2013) upward mobility of Danish workers in response to the random distribution of refugees across municipalities. 



Conclusions
40

 It is good to start from the set of correlations, be careful about them 
and explain them. 

 We need to push the bar above simple correlations, even the most 
sophisticated (with FE and controls), through IV, Policy variation, 
push-shocks.

 Most of that evidence suggests, at least, no harm to native 
productivity of the less educated (wages) and may be positive 
effect on college educated.

 But noise and imprecision is there, so there is room for improvement.



Other methods to get more “exogenous” variation of 
immigrant flows
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 Push-shocks
 Friedberg (2005), collapse of Soviet Union (on Israel 

Migration).
 Moeser, Voena, Waldiger (2014): Nazi Germany expulsion 

of Jews (on innovation).
 Borjas and Doran (2013) collapse of Soviet Union
 Foged and Peri (2014), refugees in Denmark.

 Change in policies
 Kerr and Lincoln (2010) H1B visa quota variations
 Peri, Shih and Sparber (2014) on H1B quota variation



Testing the effects of policies
42

 Still in its infancy, but crucial.

 Harder to get regional variation, so need to interact 
with pre-existing settlements.

 Harder to satisfy the exclusion restrictions, so need 
to check correlations with pre-trend behavior.


